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What do end users think about the value of their
personal data?
% of people agreeing
Statement
“I consider my online presence and derived data to be an asset with
monetary value”

52%

“I feel that I already receive fair value in exchange for my online presence
and derived data”

31%

“I would actively engage in trading or bartering elements of my online
presence in return for value added content or services that would be
free of charge”

45%

“If I received free content or services for my online presence and derived
data, I would be more comfortable with my online activity being tracked,
analysed and stored”

45%

Which elements of their online presence are end users
willing to trade in return for free services?
% of people selecting each option

17%

Online music streamed

16%

Online advertisements
accessed

16%

Online games played or
downloaded

14%
13%

10%

Personal health data (e.g., heart
rate, sleeping patterns, number of
steps taken)

10%

Online search term history,
including voice

10%

Content posted on professional
networking platforms

10%

GPS- based location history

Posts reacted to (e.g., “liked”)
or commented on social media

History of all online purchases

8%
13%

Website browsing history

7%

12%

Online video streamed

12%

Home consumption patterns (e.g.,
electricity, heat)

11%

Online activity being tracked,
analyzed and stored as personal data

Travel data and history (e.g.,
traveled where, when and how)

More willing

Messaging content (e.g., tone,
text and keywords used)

5%

Voice requests to digital and
personal assistants

5%

Personal address book and
related contact info

Less willing

SOURCE: The End User Perspectives on Digital Media Survey, World Economic Forum, 2017. Global representative sample of 6,347 digital media users aged 15-69 from the six countries
Brazil, China, Egypt, Germany, South Africa, and the United States of America. The End User Perspectives on Digital Media Survey examined end user perceptions, sentiment,
and behaviour around the collection, use and sharing of personal data by digital media services, platforms and technologies. Find out more at weforum.org

